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Harris Teeter brings
International tastes
to Lexington
I larris Teeter brings you great tastes from around the
world. You'll discover from our ddi-bakct)' a fine
selection ofappetizers, salads amt cold cuts. We
offer over I00 varieties of imported and domestic
cheeses. Plus you'll find fresh baked breads, pastrk:s,
'--=-== custom decorated cakes and fresh made pizzas.
W c also ofter a wide selection ofdomestic and
imported beer and wine. 'l'hcrc'sevcn a specially
foods section fora gourmtt taste. You actuallr can
find great tastes from around the world at Ilarris
Teeter. Come by today ... no passport requirnl.

Harris1eeter

422 gl!:it Ndic.)J.1 Strut
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The Spectator is the student-run newsmagazine on campus offering a forum on today's
important political and cultural issues, as well as other topics of direct student interest.
Unlike other student publications, the Spectator is W&L's only publication entirely inde
pendent of the University. We need your support in order to support this journalistic
enterprise. Send in the form below, along with a donation, which will not only bring the
Spectator to your doorstep, but help bring it to the rest of W&L as well.
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IN Ttf IS ISSOE
Most students recognize the
simple beauty of ri\ost~f the build
ings on this campus, yet they are
unaware of the architectural tradi
tions that make them so. This
month's feature article is on this ic·,' ,,-1111111111-..
school's classic architecture and
the mistakes that we have made in r
the past twenty years.
·
George Nomikos explains the
architectural errors with the Uni
versity Library, Gaines Hall, and I
the plans for the new Lenfest Cen
ter. The article details the prob
lems with modern architecture,
and charts out a better course for

r- 

DEAVERS ALLEY

BUSINESS SERVICE

future expansion.
In other articles, Tom Spur
geon, Junior class president,
writes about the reality of student
input in the Long Range Plan.
......_ _ Jennifer Spreng interviews politi
cal commentator Fred Barnes, a
senior editor of The New Republic.
Ray Welder exposes the flaws in
the feminists' arguments for
women's combat roles. Finally,
Dartmouth professor, Jeffery
rt, a senior editor at National
Review, writes about a new sort of
mind control being found on many
campuses.

- - - - Th e ____

WILLSON
W AL KER
HOUSE=..,
Restaurant
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Lexington's
Most
Distinctive
Restaurant
8:00 A.M. - 5:00 P.M.
venings and Weekends by Appointmen

203 North Main Street
Lexington, Vrrginia 24450
463-9455
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"
read, with the greatest amusement,
'•

As I

my recent interview, I had a sudden flash
back of how "fathers help their sons into
college." Therefore, I would appreciate
the opportunity to add more to this unique
period in Washington and Lee history for
fear my story could me misunderstood
when judged against contemporary proce
dures.
The entering class of '46 was consider
ably smaller than the freshman class ofsay,
1989. Likewise, the university was more
compact in those days. It had a student
bcxly in 1946 of 1,003, as opposed to 2,007
students today.

THE EDITO~S

World War II, in which I served toward
the end as a sailor, had recently ended, and
Washington & Lee, like universities and
col1eges across America, gave the warmest
of welcomes to returning veterans. There
was an incredible "can-do" spirit in Amer
ica which I have never witnessed since.
In those more informal times, it was
quite the custom for fathers to take an
active role in the admission of sons while
they were away in the military service.
Particularly old grads_: my dad was W&L
1903.
A contemporary of mine, Charles McD
owell of the Richmond Times-Dispatch,
was reminiscing with me recently about
how his dad played a role in bis admission.

In any event, my Washington & Lee
years were exceedingly happy ones, and I
value my relationship with the university
to this day. Although there was no admis
sion test for veterans, the classroom com
petition was as tough as today and I had to
work hard to make the Dean's List in my
first semester.
I thoroughly enjoyed being interviewed
by The Specatator, and I wish you the best
of luck with your endeavor.
Sincerely,
John Warner '49

--·

Why attend
Graduation - Dances
Parent's Weekend
Reunions
Call now for reservations!

Lexington Days Inn

a University
which ''hazes''
its
Fraternities?

703-463-9131
1-81 and US 11 at Exit 53
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WAHOO WILSON?
On January 19, President John Wilson delivered the Founders'
Day address in Lee Chapel. While his praise of previous presi
dents was quite ]audab]e, before Jong he might be turning his
attention from Lee's academic endeavors to those of Jefferson. A
recent artic]e in Charlottesvi11e'sDaily Progress identified Pres
ident Wilson as one of three university presidents regarded as
likeJy successors to Robert O'Neil, who resigned as president of
the University of Virginia. As of January 6, several applicants
were under consideration; the secrecy of the se]ection process
makes it impossible to know who is still in the running. The
prospect of losing Dr. Wilson compeJs Washington and Lee to
anticipate making important choices in the near future. It may be
time for a new committee.

----+-
'

'

HONOR SYSTEM: 101
D. Ross Patterson's concern that "In contrast to Lee's simp]e,
unwritten ru]e, the Honor System is currently presented in a 15
page booklet" is one of a number of important issues raised in his
January 18, 19')() letter to the Ring-twn Phi. He fears, and rightly
so, that in attempting to explain the obligations that go with the
title "gentleman," the White Book may diminish the force of
General Lee's one rule, which enjoins all W&L students to act as
honorable men and women. Although the Whitebook may tend
to undu]y formalize our concept of honor, it certainly does not
systematize it the way a recent memo from the President of the
Executive C.Ommittee did.
The memo, which laudab]y attempted to remind the students
of their responsibilities during the stressful exam week, listed the
eight "most important points of the system." Are there really any
points that are more important than others? Or is it appropriate
to ennumerate the standards of gent]emanly behavior at all? The
answer to both questions is, of course, no.
Not only is the ennumerating of points of honor inappropriate,
but what is of more fundamental concern is the lack of trust that
the memo seems to convey. Advising students to space one desk
between each other, and then admonishing them to "keep [their]
eyes on [their] own papers!" is utterly absurd for W&L students.
More important1y, it is cornp1ete1y inconsistent with the phi1oso
phy of our system. Such "points" tru]y should go without saying.
,{~

------<.
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SEX-ESTEEM
On January 18, 1990 in Lee Chapel, Dr. Richard Keeling
brought his touchy--fee]y AIDS message to Washington & Lee.
He stated that there is a grave problem with today's students.
Even after a six year campaign to encourage the appropriate use
of prophylactics and Jubrication, some young people amazing]y
stil1 don't "protect themselves." According to undoubtedly reli
able co11ege sex surveys, upwards of fifty percent of students
enter the situation unprepared.
He said that we need a "persona] behavior change," a modifi
cation which depends most] y on our own "self esteem." Huh!
According to Keeling, you women must determine your own fate.
Demand that your partner always use a condom. Be assertive -
learn to ta]k about condoms on first dates. (Perhaps you could
give him one as an icebreaker when he gives you a box ofcandy).
Men, on the other band: you already have "power." "Share this
power" with your partners. Make sure that you put your condom
on correctly. Neophytes should consider practicing before the big
moment comes. Finally, it is most important that neither partner
drink alcohoJic beverages before having sex. If these steps are
taken, then we can an have sex with self-esteem, that is, if we
throw mora1ity out of the bedroom window. Oh yeah, don't forget
the fifteen students who died of AIDS. As Keeling says, they
"were guilty of nothing but growing up."

~
~

RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY
The New York Times, which constantly lashes out at prejudice
of all sorts, has recently engaged in a little bigotry of)ts own:
anti-Catholicism. Shortly after successfully agitating for the
re-funding of a crude AIDS exhibit which openly preached hatred
of Cardinal John O'C.Onnor, and called for the death penalty for
His Eminence for "committing crimes against humanity, i.e.,
fascism," the Times went on to denounce Catholic Bishop Leo
Maher for denying C.Ommunion to a leading pro-abortion legis
lator.
According to America's Paper of Record, Bishop Maher's
action "threaten[ed] the truce of tolerance by which Americans
maintain civility and enlarge religious Jiberty." Further, the Times
warned ominously that such actions may cause non-Catholic
Americans to "withho]d their trust from Catholic candidates." As
a result of such statements, the Lutheran Pastor Richard John
Neuhaus charged the Times with "reviving the anti-Catholic
FEBRUARY1990 W&L SPECTATOR
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bigotry that many thought had been laid to rest in the last several
decades."
In a related matter, the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power
(ACT-UP) recently stirred up controversy by invading St.
Patrick's Cathedral in New York during Cardinal O'Connor's
Sunday Mass. One hundred and eleven homosexual rights activ
ists chained themselves to the pews, waved their fists in the air,
and angrily shouted offensive slogans. They tossed condoms
throughout the church, and some even threw Holy Communion
to the floor. Outside, ov.er fwir thousand demonstrators carried
signs reading, "Keep Your Church out of My Crotch," "Curb your
Dogma," and "Eternal Life to Cardinal O'Connor, NOW!"
While religious leaders of all denominations immediately rose
to denounce the sacrilege, the Times, not so subtly, only gently
rebuked the militant gay crusaders for taking "honorable dissent"
a bit too far. While the event made many other newspapers
around the country, and was the subject of a stinging editorial for
the New York Post, the Times assigned its article to page three,
local news.
Could"it be that liberal Senator Daniel Moynihan was correct
when he said, "anti-Catholicism is one form of bigotry which
liberalism curiously seems to tolerate?"

e.

Bush in Beeville
Animal rights activists from the big city of Houston de
scended upon the town of Beeville, Texas to protest President
Bush's murdering of birds. (Toe President participates in an
annual quail hunt in the area.) The militants presented their
message at the front gate of the South Texas ranch for all the
press to photograph. Unfortunately for the President, be
brought the incident upon himself. Last year, as the President
elect was on his way to Texas, the northern media belligerently
asked him how he could actually shoot a "poor, helpless bird."
Instead of doing a Reagan and simply saying, "Well, I just pull
the trigger," Bush stumbled and replied that our founding
fathers shot birds and, well, "I wouldn't shoot a deer, though."
The animal rights activists know a wounded bird when they see
one; consequently, this year, they flocked to Beeville.
Our Beeville correspondent reports that the local residents
responded to the protesters in various ways. One group plans
to counter-protest the event next year. Others were simply
embarrassed and worried about Beeville's image. On the
whole, though, most Beeville residents were not too upset over
the city slickers invading their territory. In the words of the
local sheriff: "I just hope they stay around long enough to spend
some of their money."
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This is what we're doing about it:
We are allowing fraternity self-dis
•
• . Fraternities are to W&L
plinary committees to exist but
"today's frequent embarrass
they are, we assure you, de facto
ments."
defunct. In the words of University
--- Frank Parsons
ruler Mr. Touchton, "We realJy do
• "One look inside a frat house
want
the I.F.C. do govern them
merely places the frats in the
selves,
but we will be demanding."
vanguard of the heathens."
~
We
are
paying for enlightened ad
--- Patrick Hinely
vertisements in student newspapers
to encourage the college generation
to believe our progressive and
trendy ideas.
• We are working for the Reforma
tion, er, Renaissaince of the current
degenerate fraternity houses. (If
we own the structures, we can con
trol the members!)
Consider these facts:

While an increased interest in fraternal
organizations is occurring across this na
tion, College and University administra
tors do their best to keep control over
these, mostly conservative, students.
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We, the rulers of America's Universi
ties, own the united goal in keeping up the
pressure on fraternity members to share
our enlightened views.
We instill the principles ofprogressive
ness, trendiness, and mutual understand
ing through re-educational seminars.
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America's
Universities

"Undermining Fraternities Leadership"
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with George Nomikos
Jf it is true that there is nothing more influential in

determining an opinion than a first impression,
then W&L is quite fortunate. The ordered, stately
beauty of the colonnade is striking, and it testifies
to the University fathers' respect for traditional
values and classical education. Although it does
not qualify as an exercise in nineteenth-century
academic Neoclassicism, the colonnade is a singu
lar example of American vernacular neoclassical
architecture. As Talbot Hamlin observed in his
book Greek Revival Architecture in America, '" No
more impressive expression of the educational ide
.,._ _ _.. als of the time could be imagined than this classic
group, its pediment and orders seen through em
bowering trees, over swelling American lawns, its
cupola crowned with the image of the Pater
Patriae'"(Lyle and Simpson, 144). Unfortunately,
just as the rest of Western values have fallen by the
wayside, so has reverence for architectural tradition
and heritage.
The architectural history of W&L has certainly not been
George Nom;kos is a junior from Richmond, Virginia. He
is a triple major in English, chemistry, and history.

roR
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Architecturally Speaking ...
constructed to match Newcomb's portico (which had been added
a few years earlier to integrate it with the rest of the campus) and
to visually balance the colonnade.
Unfortunately, the Trustees did not long profit from the egre
gious crime perpetrated in their approval of Old Tucker, and
within the past twenty years they have, baring another fire or
two, irrevocably scared the campus. Like Old Tucker, the Uni
versity Library is totally unsuitable for its location, but unlike
Tucker it would not even be handsome elsewhere. Architectur
ally speaking, perhaps the kindest thing that can be said about
"the library is that more than half of it is underground. H.R.H.
The Prince of Wales recently described a planned addition to the
stately National Gallery in London as resembling "'a monstrous
carbuncle on the face of a much loved and elegant friend"'
(Junor,216). The same characterization is appropriate to W&L's
own situation. Not only is the library not suited to its surround
ings and a blight on the campus, but like so much in today's
society it is trendy and dated. Buildings such as the library,
because they are not apparentJy rooted in a firm tradition, will
eventually lose whatever attraction they may momentarily pos
sess. Conversely, the colonnade, although it is of a distinct
period in American architecture, wiU always be admired because

without controversy. In the late nineteenth century the first
Tucker Hall was erected in a Victorian Romanesque style which
contrasted sharply with the rest of the campus. This departure
from the classical motif established by the other buildings was
so widely condemned that, for a time, such thoughtless architec
tural experimentation on campus was discontinued. In 1934,
when Old Tucker burned down, the students' universal distaste
for the building prompted the Ring-tum Phi to praise the event,
saying that the conflagration had removed "' one of the most
unsightly messes tltdt a,uld have been dropped in our midst'"
(Lyle and Simpson, 174). The editors had no idea of what was
to follow less than fifty years later. The problem with Old Tucker
was not that it was intrinsically unattractive, but that it violated
one of the basic tenants of good architecture -- it was not
consonant with its surroundings. It simply did not fit in with the
other structures and therefore it could neither enhance the others,
nor effectively stand alone. The principal of architectural suit
ability has been observed since antiquity for the precise reason
that no matter how beautiful a· building might otherwise be, it
will fail if it interacts aggressively with its neighbors. Had Old
Tucker been erected in a more appropriate location it could have
been quite admirable. Not surprisingly, New Tucker Hall was

Original Master Plan - circa 1900
Washington and Lee Architecture Oversize C.Ollection.
Tbc Uoivenily L,.,..ry, Washiogton and Lee University,
Laiaitoa. V,i,;jnia.
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had a viable alternative
when they decided to
build the library. A mas
ter plan advanced in the
early 20th century laid out
a scheme for future devel
opment which would
have been both practical
and attractive. A second,
westward facing, colon
nade was to be built be
hind the main one. Reid
Hall was slated as the first
structure in this new row
of buildings and conse
quently it faces the
"wrong way." The new
buildings would have
been Neoclassical,· sim
Old Tucker Hall
ilar to those on the Hill.
Rockbridge Hi&torical Society l'botograph Collc:ccioo
Once completed, together
The Uaiveroity Library, Wuhiogto,, ood Loe Uoiveroity,
With the front Colonnade,
Lexingto1:1, Virginia.
they would have enclosed
incapable of successfully
an
inner
mall,
thus
presenting
a
unified
and coherent physical
advancing their field, but in order to do so they must integrate
plant. It is regrettable that even after beginning to execute the
plan, later architects ignored it and proceeded to scar the campus.
How much more dignified the University would have been had
not the architects decided to "improve" upon a gracious 150 year
old tradition and let the concrete jungle invade it.
The trustees did not long profit from the
Not surprisingly, the University Library is not the only wildly
inappropriate and pointedly ugly building to be erected on cam
egregious crime perpetrated in their
pus. Gaines Hall, although less damaging because ofits distance
approval of Old Tucker, and within the past
from
the colonnade, is just as lamentable an addition to the
twenty years they have, baring another fire
campus. Its style is of the post modern school, an architectural
or two, irrevocably scared the campus.
movement which prides itself on an amalgamation of many
disparate styles all incorporated in one building. For an of their
grand designs, post modernists have created nothing more than
design by committee. As many diverse elements as possible are
incorporated into a single edifice with the result being that the
final
product is nothing but an incoherent mess. Gaines is the
the achievements and traditions of the past with modern needs
perfect example of this ununified, thoughtless type of architecand tastes. Architecture cannot exist in a vacuum, for if it does
it becomes meaningless and incomprehensible.
No attempt whatsoever was made to help the library blend
with the other buildings. Even its brown brick and dingy con
crete are in sharp contrast to the painted red brick of the others.
Seemingly, the architect tried to destroy the visual harmony and
The enclosure [on the back ofMorris
architectural integrity of the Hill all in one blow. The building's
cold, grey, reclusive appearance is in marked contrast to the
House] is more appropriate to a Theo Bell
reserved dignity of the colonnade, and the harsh, heavy appear
than to an early 19th century fawlty house.
ance imparted by the excessive use of masonry prevents the
structure from fitting in with the landscape. Its rigid lines and
lack of proportion, as weH as its confused shape, doom the library
to remain permanently out of place. For centuries architects
recognized the importance of proportion and perspective. It is
the careful observance of these principles that forms the basis of
ture, and, because of its even greater compilation of styles, the
any good building regardless of a structures ornamentation.
new Lenfest Center will be just as bad if not worse.
Without these two qualities it will lose a measure of its appeal.
Its oppressive facade, running with rust stains looks more like a
According to the principles of classical architecture, beauty
warehouse than the scholarly center of the University.
comes through proportion and perhaps one of the most objec
Even more disturbing is the fact that the University planners
tionable features of the new residence ha11, like the library, is its

of its inherent and time
less beauty. The library's
appeal, if it has any, is
solely a result of fad and
an obsession with new
ness, two very question
able foundations for good
architecture.
Modern
man has been brain
washed by the architec
tural community ink>
thinking that if he rejects
modern design in favor of
established forms he is
being reactionary and
_provincial. Truthfully,
these views have been ad
vanced by the architec
tural community to cover
up a lack oftalent and cre
ativity. This is not to say
that modern architects are

FEBRUARY 1990 W&L SPECTATOR
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Architecturally Speaking ...
Jack of proportion. The building incorporates styles from the
rounding buildings.
Another admirable achievement is
Doremus Gym, which, although built a century after the colon
classical to the modern and everything in between. The large
nade, still conforms because of its elegant row of columns and
Tuscan columns on the gatehouse are astoundingly inappropri
classically proportioned facade. An awareness of tradition in the
ate, and behind them, the enigmatic miniature columns, which
design of Doremus allowed the University to meet the physical
serve no structural or stylistic purpose, are almost comic. They
appear to have been positioned without thought or purpose,
needs for expansion without negating past accomplishments and
virtues. It is ironic that a basketball court can be constructed so
never mind concern for any overall design. These Renaissance
as to blend in with the campus, but a modern dormitory cannot.
columns contrast starkly with the colonial dormers which are
scattered about the roof and the cupola which surmounts the
Like the university library, Gaines is dated; once this new
gatehouse. A1th01.1,gh ~e would not know it from its use in
Gaines, the purpose of a cupola is for observation and illumina
trend in architecture passes, the building will by viewed with
embarrassment and regret. One wonders why anything so blation; but ignoring its purpose completely the architect placed it
on the lowest point of the entire building. What planning! The
gatehouse's oculus is excessively sub-divided into incongruous
pains which look out from a behind a grotesquely oversized
balustrade. Not to leave out the modern, the staircases were
foolishly inclosed behind a tower of glass in order to provide a
The staircases [the ones in Gaines Hall]
breathtaking view of the rubberized steps and the hot pink
railing. Moreover, the building is an astounding mixture of the
were foolishly inclosed behind a tower of
expensive and the cheap. The elaborate brick courses and
~ in order to provide a breathtaking
quoins, which are quite costly, look ridiculous next to the cheap
view ofthe rubberized steps and the hot
fenestration. The window treatments and lattice panels, which
pinkrailing.
look like they came from Wal-mart, are in marked contrast t.o the
extensive brickwork. To put it plainly, nothing in the building
fits with anything else and the result is a building which appears
to have been constructed from leftovers from a rummage sale.
It is as if the architect picked his favorite elements from a
tantly faddish could ever have been approved. Perhaps the
hundred different buildings and incorporated them all in Gaines
problem is that architects have run out ofideas and that they have
to create an architectural circus.
no creative abilities. More likely, however, it may be that in
As if the University were not happy in erecting an ugly
cutting off ties to the past, instead of being creatively unfettered
building, they decided to make it pretentious as well. As un
(as they had hoped), they have lost all their imaginative ability.
sightly as the library is, it is not as overtly ostentatious as Gaines.
This is not to say that architects must be slaves to tradition, but
It is one thing to lack architectural skills and taste, but quite
that only through an understanding and incorporation of the past
another to flaunt it in such a gaudy, nouveau-riche manner.
can the art move forward in any significant fashion. It is ironic
Considering the outrageous amount of money spent on the
that Gaines Hall, which Dean Ruscio claimed would become
deliberately flashy external ornamentation and design, make the
"the social and cultural center of the campus", could.so obviously
building an even more disgraceful failure than it would have
lack any cultural or artistic sophistication itself.
been if it were an ugly, yet modest, building. In times when the
Although the integrity of the campus has already been se
University
had
less
verely undermined, the
money to spend on con
greatest cha1lenges still
Unlver•lty Ubrary (1979)
lie ahead. Toe responsi
struction, architects were
bility of the University
nonetheless, able to re
main within the bound
wilJ rest in two major
areas: 1) the preservation
aries of acceptable style.
The deficiency in all the
of the existing buildings,
new campus buildings is
and 2) the arrangement
not the amount of money
and the design of new
spent but the uses to
buildings. As far as the
which the money is put.
former is concerned, the
Although the dormitories
University' s record is
in Gilliam quad, for ex
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once again have won over preservation. The solarium on the
guest house is an unsavory attempt to "modernize" an elegant
old house without regard to its heritage or place in time. The
enclosure is more appropriate to a Taco Bell than to an early 19th
century faculty house. Another failure is the addition to the
admissions office which shows a virtual ignorance of classical
principles. Of its many faults, the most notorious· is the use of
columns. Instead of having an architrave between the columns
and the roof, cornice rest directly on top of the columns. An
architrave is an essenti~l elcaptent in the proper use of classical
orders, and its absence mocks the integrity of the entire addition.
A comparison of the new portico on the Admissions Office and
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colonnade are a symbol ofthe founders'
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and they should serve as a reminder to
beware offleeting trends and hollow values..
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Oalnn (1988)

that as the University grows, the plan for any coherent arrange
ment of buildings will vanish also because ofspacial limitations.
Although physical coherence may disappear, it is not necessary
the one on the front of the building reveals the architects' gross
for architectural integrity to go along with it. Some sensible
error. The mistake (or frivolity) is made even worse by the fact
architectural direction should enable the University to expand in
that the new sections were built to conform to the rest of the
a stately and dignified way; in a way "not unmindful of the
structure, but because of architectural negligence the new portico
future," yet not unmindful of the past either. The venerable old
does not. Such an obvious disregard for the rules ofarchitecture
buildings of the colonnade are more than merely brick and
is nowhere more criminal than in the restoration of period
plaster; they are a symbol of the founders' commitment to order,
buildings. Hopefully the current disregard for the campus will
reason and beauty, and they should serve as a reminder to beware
of fleeting trends and hollow values. Whereas their style is
not continue, but one only need look at the new Master Plan to
wonder.
Front Portico ot Ac:lmltlslons House (1841-42)
eternal, contemporary architecture changes every decade,
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Sources:
Lyle. Roystu, Jr, om Pamel• H.Simp.oo. IMAr:
sbitsslPCC g[ HiseoriG Jgjpgr:og Charlottseville,
VA: University p,... of Virginio, 1977.

New Side Portico on Admissions House (1988)

Jooor, P<eny. Clwki. _New YoJk,_,St. Marti•'•

Piao, 1967.
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The Problems
with Student Input
By Tom Spurgeon

Projecting the fature needs ofWashing
ton and Lee, the administration and fac
ulty have compiled a Long Range Plan.
In the process, however, they have already
assumed that today's W&L students are a
thing ofthe past.
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The Washington & Lee University Long Range Plan is a crystal-clear
example of what is wrong with administration/student relations. Students
who have battled through the Plan find little to which they can relate. And
they are quite justified in those feelings. The Long Range Plan exposes
the difficulties of the committee system and gives voice to the
administration's deep-seeded beliefs which work against those held by
most students.
At this point, a certain amount of history is in order. The plan being
used as an example, the Washington and Lee University Long Range Plan,
is a report in ten parts detailing how the University should improve itself
in the 1990's. Its genesis is the periodical need for critical self-study which
precedes university accreditation. Instead of a typical self-study report,
Washington and Lee received permission to conduct a detailed research
into the future needs of the school.
The process of compiling the report took nearly all of the 1988-89
scholastic year. Sub-committees studied specific topics; their suggestions
and reports were debate~ by issue-centered steering committees, which in
turn submitted reports to the overall steering committee. The result is the
book available on caged reserve at the library.
What is important to remember is the impact the Plan will have. It will
not only serve to get Washington and Lee reaccredited, but much of it will
serve as a rough blueprint for the next major capital outlays and the
reorganization that will arrive concurrently. This is will probably coincide
with the upcoming major anniversary of the school. In other 'fOrds, the
Plan is a sneak preview of what Washington and Lee will be like in the
year 2000. If its recommendations are followed, W &L is going to be a
mighty different place. Consider just a smattering of the recommendations
that students have found troubling:
WINTER RUSH-· Winter Rush is seen as a way to avoid splitting the
freshman class into cliques so early after their arrival. This theory goes
on to say that allowing them to wait to join a fraternity fosters natural
friendships and promotes class unity and a feeling of community.
STUDENT CENTER-· The new student center, to be built in the ravine
next to Graham-Lees dormitory and the Commerce School, will be the
new center for on-campus life. It will contain a bigger bookstore, fast
food, a post office, lounge areas, student offices, etc.
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FRATERNITY IMPROVEMENTS -- The Fraternity Renais
sance Program will serve as a springboard for many improve
ments in the Greek system. These will include a new stress on
academics, a closer eye on fraternity self-government, and a
move towards community involvement by the fraternities. Pm
visions will also be made for the housing of women's fraternities.
The reaction of many W&L students to these points and others
like them has for the most part been a justified, collective "Hub?"
Whether or not to move to a winter rush has been debated for a
long time, and it is stiH a 'flable issue. Not to the Long Range
Plan, though, whose recommendation settles the question. The
Student Center issue was accurately skewered in a fall editorial
in the Ring-Tum Phi. Simply put, on what basis of need is such
a massive building required? The improvement of fraternities
. seems to give only cursory credit to the real progress being made
by those institutions. Even more scary, it seemingly makes
school aid the sole justification for unlimited modification to the
fraternity system during, and following, the renaissance pro
gram.
So there is a lot here that doesn't jibe the mainstream of
student thought. What happened? The easiest thing to do at this
point would be to once again "blame the Hill," but a closer
examination of such an accusation does not wash. There were
students on both the subcommittees and the steering committees.
Furthermore, painting the Administration as some sort of generic
bad guy is unrealistic. It is ludicrous to think that the various
deans sit in their offices dreaming up new ways to "get" the
student body. They are simply people doing their jobs the best
way they know how. Identifying them as the sole cause of any
problem is gross oversimplification, and one that shifts attention
from real problems.
Without justification for a grand conspiracy theory, we must
turn our attention to the difficulties encountered in formulating
the Plan. There are a number of difficulties with such a process.
The first, and most obvious, is personnel. The students were
named to the committees by administration members. Under
standably, in selecting the students, they chose students they
knew and who would do a good job. The result was a talented
group of students who, because of those talents, and because of
their positions, "campus leaders" (such as dorm counselors, class
officers, etc.) are often not the mac;t representative of the student
body.
Where widespread and applicable representation existed,
however, it was often unused. Take the first example, the winter
rush proposal. The proposal is from the chapter on enhancing
the freshman year. The subcommittee which formulated this
proposition contained one fraternity member and he opposed it.
The steering committee which debated the proposal also
contained one fraternity member who opposed it as well Re
gardless,_ the proposal passed. Unfortunately, the committee, it
seems, disregarded those with direct experience. This was prob
ably due to a cynical assumption that students are merely defend
ing_ thei~ own interests unconcerned about the future good of the
Umvers1ty. ~e logic is absurd since the students will be Jong
gone by the time the proposals go into effect. Also, there exists
the pro~lem of faculty mem~rs' unfamiliarity with having to
deal with students as anythmg but students. In this case, the
faculty was forced to face the students who represented a number
of students who believed in an idea, not just what was good for
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them. ~rthermore, all of the students serving on these types of
committee are put into a difficult situation, one that is unfortu
nately exacerbated by the honor code. It is always difficult to
argue with professors, administration members, and other au
thority figures. You are, or may eventually be, dependent on
those figures for your professional or scholastic future. Under a
police-type system, such as those found at public institutions, the
student/authority relationship is governed largely by rules. By
definition, Washington and Lee does not have those rules a
factor which makes the personal relationship even more im~r
tant.
The Washington and Lee relationship is one in which, the
student can ask a faculty member for an extemion on a paper due
to illness. Although he may not receive that extension the
student assumes his request will be treated truthfully because of
the Honor System. As a result of such benefits, there is more to
gain and Jose in the Washington and Lee experience. And
although favoritism does not exist, to my knowledge, due to the
reverse truthfulness of the faculty member, the fear of losing
potential future consideration is a considerable risk for the
student.
Beyond the process itself, another problem with the Long
Range Plan results from what I consider inarticulate and con
fused goals. In making such farsighted recommendations,
the committees are in effect painting their ideal picture of
Washington and Lee at a specific time in the future. Not only do
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certain portions ofthis picture run counter to present realities on
campus, but there is no reac.on for future goals to be antagonistic
with th~ realities.
Another pertinent example is the proposed student center. A
student center is probably a good idea given the spatial needs of
some basic campus services: an on-campus restaurant, a bigger
bookstore, student offices, etc, but the argument given in the
long-range plan goes beyond spatial requirements to include the
advantage ofcommunity. Stated simply, once the student center
is bui1t, it will help Uil become one big, happy W&L family.
Will it really? There's nothing to indicate this will ever be
realized. Human beings tend to congregate in small numbers,
"find a niche", as the Plan itself states, and there is no reason to
think this wi11 not continue even with a student center. More
simply, I do not think I have ever made a friend at the Co-op or
the GHQ. I have bad a good time with friends there, but my
friends have come through association with smaller groups, such
as sports teams, fraternity, student organizations, etc, rather than
through campus-wide organiz.ations. Realistically, a student
center would serve as a center to enjoy one's niche, not expand
it.
The idea of community is reinforced with certain often minor
recommendations, one of which is the long-overdue conversion
of the dormitories into residence halls (addition of common areas
and enhancement to residence life). This desire seems to suggest
that pledging a fraternity is anathema to the desired sense of
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commumty, and that a more attractive residence hall life contrib
utes to it.
Both ~umptions are vast simplifications of, or run counter
to, the truth. In fact,' they are contradictory. The important unit
of dormitory life, and residential life at most other universities,
is the hall. Living in such close proximity, one gets to know the
guys or girls on the ball fairly well. In fact, along with the
fraternity pledge class, it serves as the basis for many enduring
friendships. It is not rational. however, to assume that the hall,
chosen by the administration, necessarily a better unit of com
panionship than the fraternity pledge class, chosen because of
the similarity to a brotherhood. On the other hand, the two do
not have to be mutually exclusive.
A major aspect offraternity and sorority rush and pledgeship
is that it increases your circle of friends. Now, because of the
postponed pledgeship in effect, no walls should be built to other
friendships except for those built by the freshmen themselves.
The desire to find a niche is strong, but not strong enough to
keep most people from finding a number of them. To cake away
one early sense ofidentity wil1 not remove that desire, but only
transfer it to another source (the hall unit, perhaps). The desired
feeling of community results from inclusion in as many different
groups as possible, none of which are exclusive or absolute.
Rush and pledgeship are some of the most effective ways of
finding one's own place. Eliminating it would reduce, rather
than enhance, the desired feeling of community.
The third proposal, fraternity improvements, is the result of
another, more dangerous idea of the administration. That such
a divisive issue as fraternity self-rule would be settled by a
committee report should come no surprise to anyone who has
followed various student government issues over the last few
year. There is much truth in the accusations of various students
that "the Hin wants to take our powers away." The sec lost a
large portion of its power to the CRC, fraternity pledgeship was
standardized, and sources have expressed to me the possibility
(though in no ways immediate) that the Executive Committee
will loose budgetary authority. Taken in this light, recommen
dations in the Long Range Plan to improve fraternity self-gov
ernment and operating principles are to be expected.
To be fair, there are many arguments in favor ofsuch changes
that are needed. The CRC has received the trust of those who
bring such cases forward, and the delay of pledgeship resulted
in higher first term midterms for freshmen (so has higher admis
sions requirements, but that is another story). Realizing the need
for reform, the Executive Committee pondered these very is.sues
for a month oftheir fan schedule. And who is to say that a tighter
clamp on fraternities would not be beneficial in the future,
especially in an era where some schools are attacking such
systems openly and wholeheartedly. Although there is some
thing to be said for both sides, logical arguments on both sides
make the way these changes are made so frustrating.
One of the best things about Washington and Lee is the
existence of the honor system: not the good things the system
brings, but its very existence. The existence of such a system
illustrates not only that we students are expected to Jive honor
able lives, but that we are capable of Jiving honorably. This basic
assumption is even more significant when considered next the
non-police aspects of our System. Military institutions have
honor codes that end with the phrase "nor tolerate those who do."
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Toe expectation of dishonorable behavior exists. The Washing
ton and Lee student who cheats is an aberration; he is_ not
assumed to be lurking in the student body.
Toe assumption that we can live by such a high standard
indicates that we are capable individuals. Too often, however,
the opposite is assumed. When a student organization has a
problem, it is often solved for them, with a minimum of input
because the administration often believes that committee mem
bers carry a vested interest that will keep them acting maturely
and objectively. Consequently, the students' views are fre
quently disregarded, e't-en \\Jough they may have considerable
merit.
Such rash assumptions are also common in the student body,
I should hasten to add, and are most complete! y displayed in
anti-administration paranoia. We are rarely in a position, how
ever, to have an effect on the lives of administration and faculty
members. Overall, it appears that students capable of living
under a stringent Honor System are also capable of doing the
right thing if asked. As far as the problems which necessitated
creating the CRC, the sec tried to provide alternate solutions.

If the solutions had been oonsidered -- not accepted, just consid
ered -- then the CRC would not have had such a difficult birth
last fall. The same can be said of the fraternities: a great majority
would probably agree with the goals of the administration, but
many have sincere doubts about some of the specifics, as well as
justified feelings of resentment at the direct imposition.
The Long Range Plan is in the hands of the trustees and
hopefuJly, everyone can learn something from it. The next time
student/administration cooperation is deemed necessary, let's
hope that an equitable hand is offered from the Hill, and that the
students involved receive the hand with an eye towards the
problem, not towards finger-pointing. The next time such a
committee set-up is used, let us hope that the difficulties for all
involved will be understood and solved.
The Washington and Lee Long Range Plan is a pretty good
document and the W&L of tomorrow imagined in that Plan will
be a good school, although it wilJ not be the same school.
Unfortunately for those who will atterid the future Washington
and Lee, some of the best things about today may well fail to
survive the night.
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EXCWSIVE . INTEitVIEW
with Fred Barnes
bloodbath -- certainly in Cambodia -- or something quite similiar
to it in Vietnam, with all the boat people and re-education camps.
We have starvation in Vietnam, or at least North Vietnam,
because the system works so poorly. It hit me all of a sudden,
and I wonder why it wasn't obvious to me before, but I was just
thunderstruck by the notion that "My God! Nothing worse could
happen to Vietnam than what has happened." Back when I was
in co1lege, or maybe in high school, l read Whittaker Chambers'
Witness and Cold Friday, and in one of his essays, Chambers
talks about "the great nightfaU" when Communism takes over
and the world goes into these new Dark Ages. That phrase
occured to me that day in 1975 when the great nightfall happened
in Vietnam. That was just a spark, and ever since then I've
become a lot more conservative.
A Conversation with Fred Barnes

Spectator: Other than Haynes Johnson ("Washington Week
in Review"), you were the only one on the December 31 
January 1 talk shows calling Ronald Reagan the "Man of the
Decade."

A Conversation with Fred Barnes

Fred Barnes: Haynes Johnson did? I'm surprised.
Spectator: I noticed in some biographical information that
you were a history major at UVA.

Fred Barnes: I actually took more Oriental history than
anything else. I had a theory that I'm trying out on my daughter,
but she doesn't buy it at an. The reason I majored in history was
I figured that I.much preferred English, and I figured I'd read all
the novels anyway. For a number of years, I did. So I figured
I'd major in something that I didn't have the discipline to do on
my own. As I said, I've tried this out on my daughter at UVA,
and she thinks it's nuts.
Spect.ator: Had you always been "a conservative" or was it
something in your education or someone you read that crystal
ized your thinking and made you realize what you realJy be
lieved?

Fred Barnes: I actually can point to the exact day -- a little
like Saul on the road to Damascus, when be sees the light and
becomes St. Paul. It wasn't quite that dramatic, though. Whlen
I got out of co11ege and went into journalism, I was very much a
liberal, opposed to the war in Vietnam and so forth. FinaJly it
came down to the day in 1975, and I remember it quite welJ,
when South Vietnam fell to the North Vietnamese. I was cover
ing the White House for the Washington Star at the time, and
supposedly I'd been on the side of the people who had won, or
at least not too alarmed by the fact that they won. All of a sudden
I realized what a terrible thing it was that the Communists had
won there, and that the Conservatives had been right all along
about what was going to happen in Vietnam. There was a
18

Spectator: Yes, he did.
Fred Barnes: Well, good for him! The other one is Pal
Buchanan -- he was off the show ("The McLaughlin Group") thal
day, but he's certainly written that. And Pat was telling me the
other day that he had sent Reagan his column denouncing Time
magazine's choice of Gorbachev as "Man of the Decade." Ano
Reagan sent back a letter that made Pat think that Reagan wru
sort of down in the dumps over this. Reagan thinks that
Gorbachev is getting too much credit, and he and others like Leet
Walesa, and the Pope are getting too little. I thing Reagan iJ.
feeling like a forgotten man a year out of office. I think thal
historical forces that Reagan, Lech Walesa, the Pope and othen
have contributed to have driven him to allow things to happe1
that he didn't want to happen.
·

Spectator: What has been the Pope's role exactly?
Fred Barnes: The first country to fa]] was Poland, and' tha
started the dominos falling. The Pope, obviously Polish, war
elected in 1978. In 1979, he went back to Poland, and it actuall
galvanized the country to have a religious leader come and dra~
crowds in the milliom, and a sixth of the population show up fo
masses. And the Church became not only the center of Polisl
nationalism, but it became the center ofanti-Communist dissem
Solidarity was founded almost as a Catholic group, and th
leader was Lech Walesa, a very ardent Catholic, and very op
posed to abortion, among many other thin~. The Pope (in 198(
sent a message to Moscow that if the Soviets sent forces i
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Poland to crush Solidarity, then he, the Pope, would go to Poland
and stand with ms people. The Soviets certainly didn't want that,
and they tried to assassinate the Pope. Then the Poles themselves
declared martial law, which didn't work, and ultimately the
Communist government bad to deal with Solidarity. So the Pope
played a very critical role in the early days in the nurturning of
Solidarity.
iliar

ops.

Spectator: A year after Reagan, conservatives seem to be
suffering from a leadership lloid.
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Fred Barnes: They are!
Spectator: Are new leaders going to emerge soon, and who
might they be?
Fred Barnes: It's not that there aren't leaders, it's that there
aren't issues. Conservatives are victims of their own success.
Look at the issues that Reagan campaigned on when he came
into offi9C. Reducing taxes -- the top rate when from 70 to 28
percent and you're not going to get it much lower than that.
Reducing the size of government -- Reagan failed on that, and
my view is that if there were government programs that Reagan
couldn't kill, nobody can kill 'em. There was the issue of
building up the military-- Reagan certainly did that in spades in
his first term. Fourthly, instituting a much more aggressive,
assertive foreign policy, which Reagan did. These things are
pretty much intact. There's not much for conservatives to do.
There aren't great issues to rise on. Remember Jack Kemp?
He's pretty much stuck with the tax issue, although he's moving
into a new issue, the conservative anti-poverty program. Trouble
with that is that most conservatives don't care about having an
anti-poverty program, even if it is based on incentives. So that
places limitations on his leadership. Bill Bennett -- we'll see
how he does. Then you have another guy who I think wi11
emerge as an important force, because he's so smart, and that's
Senator Phil Gramm of Texas.
Spectator: What do you think are Senator Gramm's chances
for the Presidency in 1996 or 2000? I was talking to some friends
who were unaware that he was the "Gramm" of Gramm-Rud
man, but once they realized this, they felt very positively about
him
Fred Barnes: Really? Good for them. He was already
pJanning on running in 1992 back when it looked like Bush was
going to lose. Obviously those plans are out. He's surely going
to run in 1996. He comes from a big state and he's extremely
popular there. He's very smart and a great debater. Phil
Gramm's only problem may be that he has the "Bob Dole"
problem. Rather then being an outside leader -- somebody like
Reagan who is great at appealing to people and giving speeches
and stirring the country. Phil Gramm may be more of an inside
player. Phil Gramm is really spectacular about making things
happen in Congress. Gramm-Rudman is really Grarnrn's bill,
and the budget cuts of 1981 were as much Grarnrn's as they were
David Stockrnan's. There's really no substitute for being really
smart.
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Spectator: He may be an inside player, but he isn't very
popular in Congress, and wouldn't have their support either.

FNd Barnes: You know, Reagan was never very popular
with those guys in Cong~ either. They didn't like him before
he became President, after be became President, and they're not
that crazy about him now. Who do they like? They think Bob
Dole is great.
Spectator: Newt Gingrich said in a speech in the spring that
"the great age of opposition conservatism is over." That rang
true in that I can think of many things that conservatives are
against, but not that many that we are for. Is that going to
change?

Fred Barnes: Well, that's what Jack Kemp is looking for, a
conservative anti-poverty program.
He's for generating
homeownership, entrepreneurship and lifting people out of pov
erty. I thing that's an inspiring program. Trouble is, it doesn't
inspire conservatives that much. What conservatives are never
going to be able to have is the kind of programmatic platform
that liberals do. They don't want government to do all these
things. They'd rather leave them to other sectors of society,
private individuals, business and so forth. It's never going to be
that stirring a positive platform.
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Exclusive Interview
tion in Eastern Europe might actually turn out to be our undoing,
because this new instability in the region could spark off national
security problems for us.
Fred Barnes: I don't think so at all. Why is it dangerous for
us when the Soviets can't count on the Polish railroad workers
earring their troop. across Poland? Toe Warsaw Pact is defacto
defunct. I don't think that's more dangerous at all. I think the
Bush Administration ought to be very careful of just the word
"stability" and talkingmbout "stability," and pretending that what
we need in East Germany is stability. They don't need stability
in East Germany; they need freedom, capitalism and more ran
sacking of the secret police. I think we need more instability, not
less. We need instability in Russia (as opposed to the Soviet
Union). Instability is a great engine of change. Change is now
going in a democratic, capitalist way, and I think it will continue.

Spectator: I found Francis Fukuyama's article in the Fall
issue of "Toe National Interest" somewhat depressing, because
he indicated that the world was tending toward what I perceive
as a watered-down, liquid socialist democracy, which doesn't
have much in common with any of our political or economic
institutions. Is the United States, given our values, really alone
out there?

Fred Barnes: I understand that. I don't think people should,
although Pat Buchanan has fallen into this new right wing
isolationism that's really growing. Pat's sort of the leader of it,
and I think Pat's probably, at the moment, the strongest conser
vative voice in America. It's hard to turn on the TV without
finding Pat somewhere. Europe does have one thing, and you
touched on it, that the U.S. never had, the social democratic
tradition in Europe where you have left wing socialist parties that
have been elected in almost every European country from one
time to another. But, I don't see this great rift between us and
the Europeans and the Japanese. We're so much more like the
Japanese and the Europeans than we are different that I tend to
see us all as a community, but there are limits on that community.
I think the whole proposal for EC '92 is very mistaken and one

that can only cause a rift with the United States and Japan.

Spectator: What do you think are the ~bilities ofa Uni~
States - Japan aUiance somewhat like the European Community?
Fred Barnes: That makes a lot of sense. Our economies,
despite some minor trade barriers with Japan, have gotten so
integrated, that I think that's the direction we ought to bead.
There is a Honda plant in Ohio that now exports cars to Japan.
These are Hondas made in the United States by American
workers. I don't think the Japanese are an evil force. They are
humorless and not a lot of fun, but they know how to play
baseball.

Spectator: What should young people interested in conser
vatism be reading?
Fred Barnes: By the time you are a senior in high school
the editorial page of the Wall Street Journal shouldn't be too
difficult. It's one of the single greatest pages in American
journalism. It's very, very conservative, but conservative in a
very radical way--in favor of radical capitalism, conservative
anti-poverty program and so on. I highly recommend it. There
are a lot of very conservative columnists-George Wi11, Evans
and Novak, Pat Buchanan. There are a lot of great conservative
books. There are ones that I can remember having read that
absolutely crysta]ized my thinking. When Wealth and Poverty
came out in 1980, I read it. You can't think about taxes differ
ently after reading Wealth and.Poverty. Have you ever read any
of the stuff on foreign policy by Peter Bauer, the English econ
omist? You'H never think about foreign aid and what we should
do to help Third World countries in the same way. You'll never
think about colonialism as a negative force again. If you read
Charles Murray's Losing Ground, you'll never thirik about weJI
intentioned, liberal, government social programs the same way
again. You just can't, because you realize their destructive
impact on the Jives of poor people. Those are the three that I
read in the 198& that made the strongest impression on me from
a conservative standpoint.
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"How to Handle Hate on campus."
This was the startling headline on an edi
torial in the Dec. 13New York Times. The
issue raised is pre~ng enough, and im
portant enough, to deserve some reflec
tion.
The particular occasion commented
upon is this. A student named Nina Wu at
the University of Connecticut put a hand
lettered poster on the door of her dormi~
tory room listing various categories of
people as unwelcome. Among them she
listed "homos."
THE UNIVERSITY of Connecticut,
believe it or not, expelled Nina Wu. She
had violated a rather sweeping University
regulation about harassment, including
"slurs" against "sexual orientation."
Nina Wu, thank heavens, sued. She
claimed that her First Amendment rights
were being violated by the University of
Connecticut, as indeed they certainly
were.
Under the bun on Nina Wu's lawsuit,
the university readmitted her and revised
its rules to the effect that only "incendi
ary" speech is barred, on the traditional
model I suppose of shouting "fire" in a
crowded theater.
Surely one thing that is shocking here
is the evident will of the University of
Connecticut to prevent Nina Wu from ex
pressing her opinion of homosexuality.
Is Nina Wu not free to disapprove of it?
Is homosexuality in the eyes of the Uni~
versity of Connecticut a "protected spe~
cies?" A sort of sacred object? Appar
ently so.
THE FACT OF TIIE matter is, how-.
ever, that most civiliz.ations and most cul
tures in most times and places have not
approved of homosexuality. Why not let
Nina Wu agree with the opinion if she
wants to?
Now the next interesting thing to con
sider is the use of the word "hate" in the
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New York Times editorial: "How to Handle
Hate on campus." The word "hate" is
awfully heavy. AS a college professor
myself, I have not seen much "hate" on the
campus in the last 40 years. There is no
evidence at all that Nina Wu "hated" any
one. Quite possibly she was merely exas
perated at the coddling of homosexuals as
a "sexual minority." Maybe her poster
was just her way of hoping that someone
would ask her for a normal date.
This sort of censorship is going to run
into huge legal difficulties, and it is going
to cost the offending colleges and univer
sities minions of dollars in legal fees and
damages.
The New York Times in its editorial
believes, mistakenly, that public institu
tions like the University of Connecticut
are inhibited by the First Amendment
from moving against Wu, but that private
institutions have more latitude to do so.
"Private colleges and universities have
some freedom to regulate behavior; their
students attend under an agreement to
abide by rules."
Oh yea? Make my day.

CASE IAW as developed over the
past decade, and now constituting legal
precedent, bas established the following.
When a student registers at Stanford, he is
given a printed copy of the university's
rules and regulations. The courts have
held that _this document is in the nature of
a oontract. It is binding not only upon the
student but upon the university as well.
The rules and regulations at every univer
sity I know of contain a provision about
freedom of speech and opinion.
Now this is not a routine gesture. It is
also solidly backed up by the First
Amendment.
The New York Times notes that private
universities can "regulate behavior."
Sure. If the initial contract requires all
students to wear neckties, then the student
must wear neckties. The Constitution is
silent about neckties. The Constitution is

not silent about freedom of speech.
And college administrators should
bear in mind that the violation of an
individual's constitutional rights is a fel
ony. That's right. A felony. Jailable.
And such a felony would undoubtedly
involve a "conspiracy." That is, several
deans discussed expelling Nina Wu. A
conspiracy to commit a crime is itself
another felony. Those administrators at
the University of Connecticut are fortu
nate not to have ended up making license
plates in Danbury.
WE HAVE every reason to be grateful
that Nina Wu and everyone else is sternly
protected by American law.
Suppose a student says in class or in a
bull-session that he does not believe in the
existence of God. Is that to be held "of
fensive" to student believers? Is he going
to be hauled up before the dean?
Suppose a student says that he does
believe in God. Is be "harassing" athe
ists?
Suppose a student says, "Wow, that girl
is really attractive." Is he harassing
homely women, harassing homosexuals?
The will to mind control that is appear
ing on our university campuses is an evil
thing and it should be stopped dead in its
tracks, and I say Merry Christmas to Nina
Wu.

Jeffery Hart is an English Professor at
Dartmouth University, and senior editor
for the National Review. This article
struck us as an important reminder of
what our very own Confidential Review
Committee (CRC) could become. It is re
printed here with his permission. Profes
sor Hart will be on the Washington and
Lee campus March 15 to speak on this
very issue.
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"Your Mother Wears Combat Boots"
While 111,.an~ W&L women were gearing up for the first annual Sorority Rush, cl.ose to 600 women
helped with cleaning up operations in the country ofPanama. The recent quest to capture General
Noriega has sparked much debate over the role of women in our armed forces. In fact, feminist
Congresswoman Patricia Shroeder will soon introduce legislati.on to allow women to participate
in combat. If enacted, this law will affect every part ofsociety; in 1981, the Supreme Court cited
the Defense Department's combat exclusi.ons as the only grounds for upholding draft exemptions
for women. In other words, ifRep. Shroeder has her way, the young ladies who recently tookpart
in Sorority Rush could find themselves registering for the selective service, le., the draft, in the not
too distant future. It is time we took a closer look at this issue.

by Ray Welder
t is the nature of all heresies to contain
at least some element of truth. Clever
social leaders (demagogues) are often
able to obscure irrational elements of an
ideology, allowing it to appeal to the ma
jority. Eventually, however, as more and
more people become believers, the new
leaders of the ideology begin to take the
ideas to their logical end. When this hap
pens, the doctrine can be seen in all its
absurdity. Currently, ordinary Am
are experiencing s.uch a revelatio
the pres.s hype over women takin
combat roles in the Panama i
Americans are witnessing the 1
the women's movement, which
exposing double standa
demand the right for
our enemies to pie
themselves). Such a
tion could hardly be
The story of wo
began long before th
Since the inception o
Force, the Pentagon
steady pace to accom
our mili
the latest issue
the last obstacle on
tc e ,
the US armed forces. As r n
author of Weak Lilrk: The Feminization of
the American Military, says, it is a road we
need to get off.
Yet the feminists in Washington, led by
Colorado
Congresswoman
Patricia
Shroeder, are in an excited lather over the

I
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us invasion 01 .Panama. Accoromg to
these women, their sisters-in-arms per
formed so we]) against a fourth-rate power
that women should be allowed to partici
pate in an forms of military operations,
including combat. These feminists are
holding Capt. Linda Bray high on their
1
shoulders as an example of the ne'f G.I.
Josephine; she kn
·
~rmed
'. und.

required tor 75 percent ol Army jobs.
Moreover, 97 percent of female aircraft
mechanics can't even execute routine as
signments such as changing tires and
breaking torque on bolts!
Even more disturbing than these fig
ures are the attempts by Defense Depart
ment leaders to disguise the inherent
weaknesses of military women, not only
through the use of bureaucratic euphe
but by lessening standards.
writes that "Cadets at West Point
at separate standards are 'dual
' not double standards. Elimi
too difficult for women is
'normalizing requirements'
barrassing admission that
e lowered." Veterans
~,..~~·bout how
or Old
Murchi
re right."
tshing of
uld prove
d to fight a
e Panarnani

mitant tenet of
equal job opportunity. Pressure on mod
ern military officers to believe in these
principles is enormous; promotions can
hinge on it. "Personnel," writes Mitchen,
"are required to attend equal opportunity
training during which EO officers preach
the sanctity of sexual equality and the
--,-·-···J,

report that "women miss twice as much
duty time for medical reasons then men,
are four times more likely to complain of
spurious physical ailments, and, at any
given time, up to 10 percent are pregnant."
The problem is so serious that scarcely a
tenth ofArmy women possess the strength
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COMBAT BOOTS
folly and immorality of belief in tradi
tional sex roles. Toe definition of sexual
harassment has expanded to include the
open expression of opposition to women
in the military. Officers and senior enlist
eds are kept in check by their performance
reports; a 'ding' in the block that reads
'Support Equal Opportunity' can have ca
reer-ending consequences."
Ifit appears to the reaqer twit our mil
itary is beginning to behave more like our
Washington bureaucracy than an effective
fighting force serving American interests,
you may be right. But the problem is
much more grave. In an effort to accom
. modate women, military leaders have not
only relaxed military standards, but they
have also lost sight ofthe very reason they
exist. As Mitchell argues, this loss of pur
pose represents the ultimate triumph of
ideology over reality. Consider that as
late as 1986, Reagan's secretary of the
Army, John 0. Marsh, Jr., -- a W&L grad
uate, by the way -- asserted that modern
military values mirror "the ethic of our
people which denies any assertive na
tional power doctrine and projects a love
and mercy to all." What nonsense! A
nation's military, modern or otherwise,
has no business projecting love and
mercy; their job is to protect this nation in
the event ofwar, and, when forced, to kill
the enemy. Anything else is a distant sec

ond.
Not surprisingly, though, the modern
Pentagon is embarrassed by such blunt.
talk. The Army's Code of Conduct, for
example, no longer includes the phrase, "I
am an American fighting man," but in
stead, simply, "I am an American" -- so as
not to offend military women. As Mitch
ell makes clear, a successful military is
necessari1y hierarchical, anti-egalitarian,
and altruistic (to die for another is the
greatest of all sacrifices). Advocates of
women in the military base their argu
ments on the undisputed equality of all
persons; they place individual rights up
against hierarchal authority and encour
age women to think of themselves and
their careers before the good of the group.
Recognizing the devastating conse
quences of such attitudes in our military,
Mitchell writes that the American military
is "unwittingly undermining its own legit
imacy, for if equality is the ultimate mea
sure ofjustice, then where is the justifica
tion for rank and privilege? If the individ
ual is indeed supreme, then why should
one give of oneself for the good of the
service or lay down one's life in defense
of others?"
The logical end of the bankrupt philos
ophy of feminism is that men and women
are simply interchangeable components.
However, men and women, regardless of

the propaganda, are in many. important
ways quite different. Historically, a na
tion or tribe that risked the lives of its
young women soon faced extinction. To
quote George Gilder, "The youthful years
of women, far more than men, are pre
cious and irreplaceable." Moreover, there
are tremendous sociological reasons to
exempt women from the grisly reality of
combat. Perhaps we can learn a lesson
from the Israelis here. NationalReview
explained Israeli's three reasons for pull
ing women out of combat zones: 1) when
captured, women are raped -- repeatedly,
2) when they see young women they know
well being torn to shreds by enemy fire,
many men fall apart, and most impor
tantly, 3) Israel's people do not want its
girls to be trained killers. As one Israeli
general put it, "We do not do what you do
in the United States, because unfortu
nately, we have to take war seriously."
Toe official line from the Defense Depart
ment is that effective use ofwomen on the
battlefront hinges on men casting aside
their natural inclinations and viewing
women as full partners in a "professional"
military. Not only is this philosophy in
herently flawed, but its fu]] implementa
tion just may prove disastrous for the sur
vival of our nation.

Outloud ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~-
"I am invincible."
-Mayor Marion Barry
"Remember the argument about where George Bush is
from -- Maine, Connecticut, Texas? He is from Washing
ton. He is a career government man, and it is with gov
ernments, not the ideals or the people they stir, that he
identifies.'"
-George Will
"Sex was nev.:r meam 10 :,ea suppository."
-Man on Phil Donahur: Sh,"·
"The governmem m :; tw.d !laUgh1 :o urntcrm;ne might
not be able to punish :.,;; t,µI h1<o.lqf)' WtNld nl.lt pr,we us so
kind."
-Peter Collier and D1\id H rowiil" Darru :tlllc! Cr!n
eration

"I should sooner live in a society governed by the first
two thousand names in the Boston telephone directory
than in a society governed by the two thousand faculty
members of Harvard University."
-Wi11iam F. Buckley

"No man's life, liberty, and property are safe while the
legislature is in session."
-Judge Gideon Tucker
"Free men have the liberty to demonstrate their in
equality."
-Clark C. Wren, Jr.
"Thank God we don't get all the government we pay
for."
-Will Rogers
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